This paper is concerned with the solvability of a new kind of backward stochastic differential equations whose generator f is affected by a finite-state Markov chain. We also present the asymptotic property of backward stochastic differential equations involving a singularly perturbed Markov chain with weak and strong interactions and then apply this result to the homogenization of a system of semilinear parabolic partial differential equations. MSC: 60H10; 35R60
Introduction
where M s is a martingale related to a continuous time, finite state Markov chain. After that, [-] further studied such kind of BSDE.
In this paper, we study the BSDE whose generator f is directly affected by a continuous time, finite-state Markov chain. Consider the following BSDE in the probability space ( , F, P):
Here B = {B t ;  ≤ t ≤ T} is a d-dimensional Brownian motion, and α = {α t ;  ≤ t ≤ T} is a continuous-time finite-state Markov chain independent of B with the state space http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/285 M = {, , . . . , m} and the generator Q = (q ij ) m×m . The generator f of BSDE () can be considered as disturbed by random environment and takes a set of discrete values described by the Markov chain α. One major objective of this paper is to find a pair of {F , we construct an enlarged filtration generated by the Brownian motion B and the Markov chain α and propose a corresponding extended Itô representation theorem. By virtue of this theoretical tool, we prove the existence of the solution adapted to the enlarged filtration and then verify the desired adaptability.
When various factors in random environment are considered, the underlying Markov chain inevitably has a large state space, and the corresponding BSDE () becomes increasingly complicated. In many practical situations, the states of the underlying Markov chain can be divided into several classes such that the Markov chain fluctuates rapidly among different states in the same class and jumps less frequently among different classes. One hierarchical approach to reduce the complexity, explored by Yin and Zhang [] , introduces a small parameter ε >  and leads to a singularly perturbed Markov chain α ε . The asymptotic property of α ε can be studied by a Markov chain with a considerably smaller state space. There exists an extensive literature on singularly perturbed Markov chain and its applications. We suggest to the interested reader that they should consult [, ] to get a rather complete view on this research field.
In this paper, we study the following BSDE with the singularly perturbed Markov chain α ε :
Combining with the asymptotic property of the singularly perturbed Markov chain α ε , we show that the solution sequence
s dB s );  ≤ t ≤ T} converges weakly with the limit formed by the solution of a simpler BSDE which involves the limit aggregated Markov chain. As far as we know, such asymptotic property of BSDE with a singularly perturbed Markov chain is the first study in BSDEs theory. As a straightforward application of our asymptotic result, we show the homogenization of a system of semi-linear parabolic PDEs with the singularly perturbed Markov chain α ε .
This paper is organized as follows. In Section , we study the solvability of BSDE () with a Markov chain. Section  gives the asymptotic property of BSDE with a singularly perturbed Markov chain. Two interpretation examples are also presented. In Section , we apply the asymptotic result to the homogenization of a system of semi-linear parabolic PDEs with the singularly perturbed Markov chain. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Section .
Throughout this paper, we introduce the following notations:
BSDEs with Markov chains
In this section, we study the solvability of BSDE () with the Markov chain α:
We make the following assumptions for the coefficients of BSDE ().
(
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following solvability of BSDE ().
Theorem . Under hypothesis (H), there exists a unique solution pair
To obtain the solvability of BSDE (), we borrow the idea from the method handling the backward doubly stochastic differential equations (see [] ). Firstly, we construct an enlarged filtration (G t ) ≤t≤T :
, which is generated by the Brownian motion B and the Markov chain α. Then we propose a related extended Itô representation theorem. After that, for the special case that f is independent of y and z, we show the existence of the solution of BSDE () and verify the adaptability of the solution with respect to {F t } ≤t≤T . Finally, the solvability of BSDE () for the general case is proved.
Then there exists a unique stochastic process Z =
This result can be derived from the martingale representation theorem for initially enlarged filtration (see Theorem . in []). For the readers' convenience, we also give a more specific proof in the Appendix.
Similarly, for all t ∈ [, T], we can introduce the filtration
And we have the following propositions.
Proposition . Under hypothesis (H), the following BSDE
Proof Applying Hölder's inequality, we have
Combining the assumptions of ξ and f in hypothesis (H), we can conclude that
. Applying Proposition . yields that there exists a unique stochastic process
Besides, combining the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality and the form of BSDE (), we can conclude that Y is continuous and satisfies
The remaining work is to show that the {G t } ≤t≤T -adapted process (Y , Z) is also adapted to {F t } ≤t≤T . Recall that {F t } ≤t≤T is defined by
Applying the Doob-Dynkin lemma (Lemma A.) and the Itô representation theorem to E(ϑ|G * l ), we have
Now, let us show the convergence of equation () as l tends to ∞. For its left-hand side, by Doob's martingale convergence theorem (Lemma A.), E(ϑ|G
For the right-hand side of equation (), 
using the assumptions in hypothesis (H) and
Hölder's inequality, we have
Thus we have ξ
and following the proof of Proposition ., we can conclude that the mapping 
Then, using the conventional approach (see [, ]), we can prove that this mapping is a contraction mapping. The details are omitted here for the compactness of the paper. Thus BSDE () has a unique solution pair in M
Together with the form of BSDE () and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, we can conclude that Y is continuous and
BSDEs with singularly perturbed Markov chains
Consider the case that the Markov chain has a large state space, one natural method is to adopt a hierarchical approach to reduce the complexity, and thus a singularly perturbed Markov chain is involved (see [] ). In this section we study the asymptotic property of a BSDE with the singularly perturbed Markov chain.
Preliminary for singularly perturbed Markov chains
Consider a continuous-time ε-dependent singularly perturbed Markov chain α ε = {α 
Proposition . []
Define the aggregated processᾱ ε = {ᾱ ε t ;  ≤ t ≤ T} as follows: ∀k ∈ {, . . . , l},ᾱ
weakly to a continuous-time Markov chainᾱ with the generator
Here ∀k ∈ {, . . . , l}, ν k is the quasi-stationary distribution ofQ k and
() for any bounded deterministic function β(·), ∀k ∈ {, . . . , l},
Here I A is the indicator function of the set A. http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/285
Asymptotic property of BSDEs with singularly perturbed Markov chains
Denote D(, T; R k ) as the Skorohod space of càdlàg functions equipped with the Jakubowski S-topology. On this space, we consider the asymptotic property of the following BSDE with a singularly perturbed Markov chain with a generator f that does not depend on Z ε :
In addition to hypothesis (H), we make the following assumption for the coefficients in BSDE ().
( Step :
Theorem . Under hypothesis (H) and hypothesis (H), the sequence of processes
{(Y ε t , t  Z ε s dB s );  ≤ t ≤Y t = ξ + T tf (s,Ȳ s ,ᾱ s ) ds - T tZ s dB s , (  ) whereB is a d-dimensional Brownian motion satisfying ξ ∈ L  (FB T ; R k ), andf (s, y, i) = m i j= ν i j f (s, y, s ij ) for i ∈ {, . . . , l}.
It follows from Theorem . that both BSDEs () and () have unique solutions (Y
This result can be easily obtained by the standard estimation methods. We omit the proof here and put the details in our technical report (Proposition .) on the website: http://arxiv.org/abs/..
For notational convenience, we set M
Thus BSDE () can be rewritten as
T} indexed by ε >  is tight on the space D(, T; R k ) equipped with the Jakubowski S-topology.
Before giving the proof, let us firstly recall the Meyer-Zheng tightness criteria (see [, ] for more details): on the filtered probability space { ; F, {F t } ≤t≤T , P}, the sequence of http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/285 quasi-martingales {U n t ;  ≤ t ≤ T} indexed by n is tight whenever 
T -measurable, by Lemmas A. and A., we have
Letting n → ∞, we have E(
Using the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, for any ε > , 
and the tightness of (Y ε , M ε ) is obtained.
Step : identification of the limit
, converging weakly toward a càdlàg process (Ỹ ,M).
Proposition . For the limit process (Ỹ ,M), we have
Here the definition of the Markov chainᾱ and its relation to the singularly perturbed Markov chain α ε are presented in Proposition .;
(ii) for a d-dimensional Brownian motionB, denote the filtration
Proof Consider BSDE () satisfied by the process (
and recall that (Y ε , M ε ) converges weakly to (Ỹ ,M). To obtain its weak limit as ε → , we only need to consider the second item on the right-hand side In addition, as a direct consequence of Proposition ., Proposition . and Proposition .,
The limit of BSDE () as ε →  leads to assertion (i). Now, let us prove assertion (ii). For any t  ∈ [, T], let t  be a continuous mapping from
. . , l} is the state space of aggregated
With the same analysis of assertion (i), we can prove that 
HereB is a d-dimensional Brownian motion withB  = . With the assumptions thatỸ is {H t } ≤t≤T -adapted and ξ is FB T -measurable, the adaptness ofM with respect to {H t } ≤t≤T follows. From the freedom choice of t  , t  and t  , we can conclude thatM is an {H t } ≤t≤T -martingale.
We come back to finish the proof of Theorem . 
To our knowledge, due to the lack of suitable estimates, it is hard to show {Z ε t ;  ≤ t ≤ T} to be tight. This will be one of our future research objects.
Examples
Comparing the limit Markov chainᾱ with the singularly perturbed Markov chain α ε , the state space of the former is much smaller. Thus it follows from Theorem . that the asymptotic property of BSDE () with the singularly perturbed Markov chain α ε can be characterized by the limit BSDE () which is simpler. This advantage is more clearly illustrated by the following two examples.
Example . Consider the case that BSDE () with a singularly perturbed Markov chain α ε is a fast-varying noise process, i.e., the generatorQ is weakly irreducible with the state space M. From Theorem ., as ε → , the corresponding limit BSDE is
where ν = (ν  , . . . , ν m ) is the quasi-stationary distribution ofQ. Thus its solution, an {FB t } ≤t≤T -adapted process Y , can be used to study the asymptotic distribution for the
Example . Consider the following BSDE:
where the generator of the Markov chain α is
and the corresponding state space is M = {s  , s  , s  }. It is obvious that the transition rate between s  and s  is larger than transition rates between s  and other states. Due to this property, we can show some approximation properties for the solution of BSDE () by Theorem .. Firstly, we rewrite the generator Q in the form of the generator for a singularly perturbed Markov chain
HereQ,Q and the number . are chosen to guaranteeQ andQ to be generators with the same order of magnitude. http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/285
Then, with the assignedQ andQ, we introduce an ε-dependent singularly perturbed Markov chain α ε = {α Here L is the following second-order differential operator: 
